Sub:- General Education – Inter District Transfer of Government school Teachers (HSAs /Language Teachers/Specialist Teachers/PD Teachers) on Compassionate Ground – Orders issued.

Read:- 1. GO(P)No.36/91/P&ARD dated 02.12.1991
2. GO(P)No.12/96/P&ARD dated 16.03.1996
3. GO(MS)No.120/99/G.Edn dated 25.05.1999
4. GO(P)No.12/04/P&ARD dated 10.09.2004
5. G.O.(Rt)No.5591/15/G.Edn dated 26.11.15
6. Circular No.A1/80429/15/DPI dated. 06.11.15

ORDER.NO.A1/25000/2015/DPI Dated.11.01.2016

As per the 5th Paper, Government have constituted the committee for preparing seniority list of teachers for inter district transfer on compassionate ground and the committee met on 17/12/15 & 22/12/15. The priority list of teachers of various categories approved by the committee for inter district transfer on compassionate ground from one district to another district is envisaged in appendix serially numbered form I to XIV. The respective Deputy Directors (Education) may issue transfer orders to the teacher in due course subject to the following conditions.

1. The formal transfer orders to the teachers against the vacancies in each category of teachers set apart for inter district transfer on compassionate ground as per GO 3rd cited.

2. Transfer order need be issued to the teachers only if they have submitted formal transfer application for inter district transfer through proper channel. If the transfer application of any of the teachers included in the list is not received in time, the copy of the same may be obtained from the teachers through proper channel before issuing the transfer order.

3. If any of the teachers included in the list has not completed a minimum period of five years excluding the period of deputation/LWA if any, he/she should not be given transfer and the fact should be reported to this office. The period of deputation, if any will not be taken for counting the minimum qualifying period of service. The minimum period of 5 years service is not required for inter district transfer to Wayanad, Idukki and Kasaragod districts.
4. In the case of High School Assistants and Junior Language teachers, the vacancies set apart for each subject/Language should be filled up separately and subject ratio should be maintained when transfer orders are issued.

5. If the name of any protected teacher crept in the list he/she is not eligible for compassionate ground transfer. The teachers who are on deputation are also not eligible for compassionate ground transfer. The teachers appointed by local bodies (Panchayat/Municipalities/Corporation) are eligible for compassionate ground transfer to Panchayat Schools only.

6. The list will be in force till the publication of the next list for inter district transfer on compassionate ground. The vacancies (existing and arising) set apart for inter district transfer on compassionate ground should be filled up from this list.

7. Inclusion of name of a teacher in the list does not confer on him/her any right for getting the transfer. Statements showing the details of vacancies set apart for inter district transfer on compassionate ground in each category and copy of transfer orders should be furnished to this office by the concerned Deputy Directors (Education) in due course.

Sd/-
M.S. JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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ANNEXURE - I

INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND

RANK LIST – THIRUVANANTHAPURAM DISTRICT

HSA MATHEMATICS

1. SALEELA. T, HSA (MATHS) G.B.H.S.S. ADOOR, PATHANAMTHITTA

HSA SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. ASHARAFUDEEN. P, HSA (SS), GOVT.H.S ULIYANAD, KOLLAM

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE

1. BINDU. A.P, HSA (N.S) GVHSS CHATHANNOOR, KOLLAM
2. LETHA. P.R, HSA (N.S), GHSS BEYPORE, KOZHIKODE

HSA ENGLISH

1. FLORY. T.C, HSA (ENG) AVSGHSS KARIVELLUR, KANNUR
2. NISHA. T.V, HSA(ENG) PEFALASSERY AKGS.G.H.S.S KANNUR
3. SHERLY. T.J, HSA (ENG) GHSS BANGRAMANJESHWAR, KASARAGOD

HSA MALAYALAM

1. RANI. S, HSA (MAL) G.G.H.S.S WADAKKANCHERY, THRISSUR
2. PUSHPAKUMARY. P.K, HSA (MAL) GHS KOKKATHODE, PATHANAMTHITTA
3. YESODA. S, HSA (MAL), PCNGHSS MOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM
4. CHERU_PUSHPOM. P, HSA (MAL), GVHSS KINASSERY, KOZHIKODE

HSA HINDI

1. GEETHA. V.S, HSA (HINDI),G.B.H.S.S TIRUR, MALAPPURAM
2. PRIYA. S, HSA (HINDI), GHSS PANDIKKAD, MALAPPURAM
3. LATHIKA KUMARI. D, HSA (HINDI), GOVT.V.H.S.S VAZHAPPALLY, KOTTAYAM
4. REMA. K, HSA (HINDI),GHSS MARANCHEY, MALAPPURAM
5. RAJESWARI, HSA (HINDI), GHSS ELAVANKARA, ALAPPUZHA
6. VIVEKANANDAN PILLAI. B.S, HSA( HINDI), GOVT.H.S.S. KUNNAKKAVU, MALAPPURAM
7. ANILA. L.S, HSA (HINDI), G.V.H.S.S PARAVANNA, MALAPPURAM
8. SREEKANTH. S.V, HSA (HINDI) G.H.S.S PURATHUR, MALAPPURAM
9. VINIRAJ. V.R, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S KUMMIL, KOLLAM
10. RETNA RAJ. V, HSA (HINDI), GOVT.H.S.S BEKUR, KASARAGOD
LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER

1. SHEEBA RANI. K.M, LPSA, G.L.P.S CHEENGERI, MATTAPARA, WAYANAD
2. SANDHYA RANI. B.S, LPSA, GOVT.U.P.S KLARI, MALAPPURAM
3. SUJITH. K.S, UPSA, GOVT.U.P.S VANCHIVAYAL, IDUKKI
4. NAJEEB. M.S, UPSA, GOVT.U.P.S PEECHANIKAD, PALAKKD
5. BINU RAJ. R, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S PUTHIYAKADAPPURAM, MALAPPURAM
6. TITUS. D, LPSA, GUPS ANCHACHAVIDI, MALAPPURAM
7. PRINCY. I, LPSA, GOVT.H.S AZHIYIDATHUCHIRA, PATHANAMTHITTA
8. LAL PRADEEP. A.S, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S KATCHERIKUNNU, KOZHIKODE
9. VIJITHA RANI. V.S, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S BHOOTHAKULAM SOUTH, KOLLAM
10. SHEENA. A.C, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S BHOOTHAKULAM SOUTH, KOLLAM
11. WILSY ROSE. R, LPSA, GOVT.U.P.S KURUKA, MALAPPURAM
12. LINJAJASMIN. J.P, LPSA, G.M.L.P.S CHERUKUNNU, MALAPPURAM
13. REJIN SHAIJ. R, LPSA, GLPS KODALIKUNDU, MALAPPURAM
14. ALOCIOSUS. V, LPSA (MAL), GOVT.L.P.S MULLY, PALAKKD
15. JALAJA. P, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S VANCHIYAM, KANNUR
16. MARY SHEELA BAI. K, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S MALAMEKKAVU, PALAKKD
17. SUNILAMABEL. T.R, LPSA (MAL), G.H.S.S. BELLURU, KASARAGOD
18. ABHILASH. S.P, UPSA, GMUPS TANUR, PALAKKD
19. PRINCE. P, LPSA (MAL) GOVT.L.P.S KALLIAMPARA, PALAKKD
20. ANOOP. R, LPSA, GMUPS VENNIYUR, PALAKKD
21. PRABHA. L.J, LPSA, G.M.L.P.S PARAKKALAM, PALAKKD
22. AJIKUMAR. S, UPSA, GOVT.H.S.S BHOOTHAKULAM, KOLLAM
23. KAMALA. A.R, LPSA (PD),GOVT.L.P.S KOTTAMALA, IDUKKI
24. DILEEPKUMAR. G, LPSA (MAL), GOVT.L.P.S CHOTTUPARA, IDUKKI

JUNIOR HINDI PART TIME

1. REENA. P.B, HINDI, GOVT.U.P.S VADAVATHUR, KOTTAYAM
2. ANILKUMAR. G.R, HINDI, GUPS NORTH MAZHUVANNOOR, ERNAKULAM
3. ABHILASH. S, HINDI, GOVT.U.P.S ONAKKOOR SOUTH, ERNAKULAM
4. BINDHU. R.V, HINDI, G.U.P.S KILIROOR, KOTTAYAM
5. PRAVEENA KUMARI AMMA, HINDI, G.U.P.S PUTHUPALLY NORTH, A.PPUZHA
6. SABID.S, HINDI, GOVT.U.P.S ILLITHODU, ERNAKULAM
7. SAJINI. B.J, HINDI, G.U.P.S PALLOM, KOTTAYAM.

JUNIOR HINDI FULL TIME

1. SARIDHA. L, HINDI, G.H.S.S BHOOTHAKULAM, KOLLAM
2. KALADHARANNAIR. M.V, HINDI, G.M.U.P.S VELIANCODE SOUTH, MALAPPURAM
3. REMA. B, HINDI, G.H.S PARAVOOR, KOLLAM
4. KALARANI. P.S, HINDI, GOVT.U.P.S KURUMANDAL, KOLLAM

2
SPECIAL TEACHER - DRAWING

1. SANTHOSH. P, DRAWING TEACHER (HS), G.H.S KOROM, PAYYANNUR, KANNUR

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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ANNEXURE - II
INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND
RANK LIST – KOLLAM DISTRICT

HSA MATHEMATICS
1. SHINY ISSAC, HSA (MATHS) G.H.S.S ERUMAPETTY, THRISUR
2. BINDU SADAN, HSA (MATHS), G.H.S.S. KIZHAKKUMPURAM, PATHANAMTHITTA

HSA PHYSICAL SCIENCE
1. SALEEMA KASIM, HSA (PHYSICAL SCIENCE), GHS ARIKUZHA, IDUKKI

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE
1. BINDU ANTONY, HSA (NS), G.H.S.S NEDUMGOME, KANNUR
2. ANNAMMA B. ANTONY, HSA (NS) G.H.S.S NIRAMARUTHUR, MALAPPURAM
3. VENU. S, HSA (NS) GOVT.MODEL H.S.S VARKALA, THRIUVANANTHAPURAM

HSA ENGLISH
1. SURESH NATH. G, HSA (ENG) G.H.S.S VANIYAMBALAM, MALAPPURAM

HSA (MALAYALAM)
1. DEEPA. T, HSA (MAL), GHSS MANCODE, PATHANAMTHITTA
2. REESA GEORGE, HSA (MAL) GOVT.H.S.S KUDAMALOOR, KOTTAYAM
3. SREEKUMAR. M, HSA (MAL), GVHSS VITHURA, THRIUVANANTHAPURAM
4. JOY. V, HSA (MAL), GHSS KARIUVARAKUNDU, MALAPPURAM

HSA HINDI
1. ROJA. C.J, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S SREEPURAM, KANNUR
2. JASEENA BEEVI. S, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S VECCHOCHIRA, PATHANAMTHITTA
3. SHERRY. L, HSA (HINDI) G.V.H.S.S PATHIRIPALA, PALAKKAD
4. ANIL KUMAR. K, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S PUTHUPARAMBA, MALAPPURAM

**LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER**

1. DAFINI. J, LPSA (MAL), B.G.H.S VANNAMADA, PALAKKAD
2. SOMANATHAN. N, PD, G.B.U.P.S PERDALA, KASARAGOD
3. ANJU. S, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S KALLAR, IDUKKI
4. SWARNALATHA. S, PD TEACHER, G.H.S.S PAIVALIKE NAGAR, KASARAGOD
5. AJI. K.V, UPSSA, GOVT.U.P.S NIRANAM, PATHANAMTHITTA
6. SEEMA. M, LPSA, G.J.B.S PATTISSERI, PALAKKAD
7. GILDAMANI. V, LPSA, GMLPS KUTTAYI SOUTH, MALAPPURAM
8. REMADEVI. P, LPSA, DIET ATTINGAL, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
9. SABITHA. S, UPSSA, GOVT.U.P.S POOZHIKKAD, PATHANAMTHITTA
10. REMABHAI. P, PD TEACHER, GOVT.H.S.S MOOTHEDATH, MALAPPURAM
11. IRIN. S, PD TEACHER, GOVT. MODEL H.S.S VARKALA, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
12. MUHAMMED NIZAM, PD TEACHER, GOVT...V.H.S.S NJEKKADU
13. BIJI JOHN, PD TEACHER, GOVT.U.P.S POOVAM, KOTTAYAM
14. BEENA. B, LPSA, G.L.P.S KALANJOOR, PATHANAMTHITTA
15. SANTHOSH. M, LPSA, GUPS KARINGAPPARA, MALAPPURAM
16. KALA. A, LPSA, K.M.G.U.P.S TAVANUR, MALAPPURAM
17. SHEEBA. G, LPSA, G.L.P.S KIZHAKKENCHERY, PALAKKAD
18. JANSONMON. J, LPSA, GUPS CHOKKAD, MALAPPURAM
19. PRIYA JOSE, LPSA, GWLPS PURATHUR, MALAPPURAM
20. INDUKALA. D, LPSA, G.L.P.S CHALLA, PALAKKAD
21. SANJITH JOSE, LPSA, G.U.P.S KAPPIKARAD, MALAPPURAM
22. SMITHA. P, LPSA, G.L.P.S NATUKAL, PALAKKAD
23. SIVAjalAJA. S, LPSA, GMUPS MEENADATHUR, MALAPPURAM
24. PRASEETHA. R, UPSSA, GOVT.U.P.S POOZHIKKAD, PATHANAMTHITTA
25. REMYA. L, LPSA, GOVT.H.S FOR ERIMAYUR, PALAKKAD
26. ANEESH. M.V, UPSSA, GOVT.TRIBAL H.S KANNAMPADY, IDUKKI
27. SHYMA. N, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S KURUMPANADOM, KOTTAYAM

**JUNIOR FULL TIME HINDI**

1. MOHANAN PILLAI. S, HINDI, G.H.S.S MEDICAL COLLEGE CAMPUS, KOZHIKODE

**JUNIOR PART TIME HINDI**

1. BINDHU. R, HINDI, P.U.P.S VELLARAMKULLU, ERNAKULAM
2. SINDHU BALAKRISHNAN, HINDI, GUPS THIRUVARPPU, KOTTAYAM
3. GEETHA KUMARI. S, HINDI, G.H.W.U.P.S KURICHIY, KOTTAYAM

**SPECIAL TEACHER – PHYSICAL EDUCATION**

1. SREEKUMAR. S, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GHSS MEZHATHUR, PALAKKAD
SPECIAL TEACHER- MUSIC

1. MOHANAKUMAR. K, MUSIC, GVHSS ATHOLI, KOZHIKODE
2. GOPAKUMAR. G, MUSIC, G.H.S.S VETTOOR, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM.
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M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
ANNEXURE - III


INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND

RANK LIST – PATHANAMTHITTA DISTRICT

HSA SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. ARAVINDAKSHAN. K.K, HSA (SS) , G.H.S KANAYANKAVAYAL, IDUKKI

HSA ENGLISH

1. SAJITHA. K.S, HSA (ENG), GVHSS KOPPAM, PALAKKAD

JUNIOR HINDI FULL TIME

1. VIJAYAKUMAR. A.K, HINDI, GUWS CHOKKAD, MALAPPURAM

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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ANNEXURE - IV
INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND

RANK LIST – ALAPPUZHA DISTRICT

HSA MATHEMATICS
1. SREELETHA. G, HSA (MATHS), G.H.S.S KUNNAKKAVU, MALAPPURAM
2. JYOTHIKSHMI. L, HSA (MATHS) G.H.S VADANAMKURUSSI, PALAKKAD
3. BEENA. S, HSA (MATHS) G.H.S.S VANIYAMBALAM, MALAPPURAM

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE
1. JAYADEVI. L, HSA(NS) GVHS ALANALLUR, PALAKKAD
2. KIRAN. D, HSA (NS), G.V.H.S.S MAKKARAPARAMBA, MALAPPURAM

HSA ENGLISH
1. LALPRIYA V. NAIR, HSA (ENG) GHSS KARUNAGAPPALLY, KOLLAM
2. BIJI B. NAIR, HSA (ENG) GOVT.TRBAL H.S SHOLAYUR, PALAKKD
3. VINEETHA PANICKER. V, HSA (ENG) PHSS VANDIPERIYAR, IDUKKI
4. JACINTHA. M.E, HSA (ENG), GOVT.BOYS H.S VADACKANCHERY, THRISSUR

HSA MALAYALAM
1. NASIM. P.A, HSA (MAL), GHSS KUMBLA, KASARAGOD

HSA HINDI
1. BEENA. K, HSA (HINDI) GHSS KADUNGAPURAM, MALAPPURAM
2. PRIYA. P.R, HSA (HINDI), GVHSS NEDUMKANDAM, IDUKKI
3. LOONA. I, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S AZHIYIDATHACHIRA, PATHANAMTHITTA
4. BABUNATH. G, HSA (HINDI), GHSS NIRAMARUTHUR

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. SHIMOL. S, LPSA, G.B.B.L.P.S ANCHUTHENGU, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
2. MARY VINAYA, PD TEACHER, GUPS KLARI, MALAPPURAM
3. MARY NIMMY JAMES, LPSA, GLPS KATTILANGADI, MALAPPURAM
4. PHILOMINA. T.T, PD TEACHER, G.H.S.S PALA, KANNUR
5. KAVITHA. V.V, LPSA, G.U.P.S VELLANCHERY, MALAPPURAM
6. BHUVANESWARI. U, LPSA, KATTILANGADI GUPS, MALAPPURAM
7. DAYANA. K.P, LPSA, G.V.H.S.S & T.T.I. KUMILY, IDUKKI
8. SREEKUMAR. V.N, LPSA, G.L.P.S VELIANCODE GRAMAM, MALAPPURAM
9. SALMON. T.O, LPSA, GGHSS KALLADATHUR, PALAKKAD
10. SMITHAMOL. G, LPSA, G.H.S.S KATTILANGADI, MALAPPURAM

DRAWING TEACHER
1. SEBASTIAN. T.C, DRAWING, G.H.S.S MUZAPPILANGAD, KANNUR

SPECIAL TEACHER – PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. PRASANNA. S, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, E.M.G.H.S.S VELI, ERNAKULAM

SPECIAL TEACHER - MUSIC
1. GEETHA. R, MUSIC, G.H.S.S EDAPAL, MALAPPURAM

JUNIOR HINDI PART TIME
1. REHEENA BEEGUM, HINDI, G.M.U.P.S THAZHATHANGADY, KOTTAYAM.
2. SREEKUMAR. P.R, HINDI, G.U.P.S VALLAMKULAM, PATHANAMTHITTA,

JUNIOR FULL TIME HINDI
1. BINDU MOL. C, HINDI, GOVT.D.V.H.S.S VECHOOR, KOTTAYAM.

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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ANNEXURE - V


INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND

RANK LIST – KOTTAYAM DISTRICT

HSA MATHEMATICS

1. SUBY MANUEL, HSA (MATHS) PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE

1. BINDU RAJAGOPAL, HSA (NS), GHSS POTASSERY, PALAKKAD

HSA HINDI

1. BEENA. B.S, HSA (HINDI), GOVT.TTI, RAMAVARMAPURAM, THRISUR

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER

1. SALIMMA MATHEW, PD TEACHER, GOVT.U.P.S PERUVANTHANAM, IDUKKI
2. MANO JOSEPH, PD TEACHER, GOVT.H.S.S AMARAVATHY, IDUKKI
3. SINI. V.R, UPSA, IHEP GHSHKULAMAVU, IDUKKI
4. LILLY. P.P, UPSA, PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM
5. UMA. K, PD TEACHER, GUPS MUDAPPALLUR, PALAKKAD
6. RAJI R. NAIR, UPSA, GHS CHALUSSERY, PALAKKAD
7. SATHI. A, UPSA, G.H.S BINAIPURAM, ERNAKULAM
8. SUNILA. K.S, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S KARIMKULAM, IDUKKI

DRAWING TEACHER

1. BABU. V.G, DRAWING, GOVT.U.P.G.S KADAPRA, PATHANAMTHITTA

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND
RANK LIST – IDUKKI DISTRICT

HSA SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. SHAHUL HAMEED. T.A, HSA (SS) G.H.S.S PULAMANTHOLE, MALAPPURAM

HSA MALAYALAM
1. SOUMYA. P.S, HSA (MAL), GHSS PULAMANTHOLE, MALAPPURAM.

JUNIOR HINDI FULL TIME
1. SUHARA. T.K, HINDI, G.H.S S BELLUR, KASARAGOD

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. VENUGOPAL. R, LPSA, GOVT.H.S.S KUNNAM, ALAPPUZHA
2. KUMARI USHA. S.R, PD TEACHER, K.K.K.P.M.G.H.S.S AMBALAPUZHA, ALAPPUZHA
3. ROSAN BANU. P, LPSA (TAMIL) GOVT.T.T.I KOLLAM, KOLLAM

SPECIAL TEACHER – PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. GEORGE KUTTY. C.M, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, G.H.S.S THRIKKAVU, MALAPPURAM

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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INTER DISTRICT TRANSFER ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND

RANK LIST – ERNAKULAM DISTRICT

HSA MATHEMATICS
1. JOSEPH SHAJAN, HSA (MATHS), GVHSS HEROOR MEEPRY, KASARAGOD

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE
1. SHAILEJA. V.M. HSA (NS), G.G.V.H.S.S FEROKE, KOZHIKODE

HSA ENGLISH
1. SREE LAKSHMI. K.S, HSA (ENG) G.H.S.S PATTAMBI, PALAKKAD.
2. SMITHA. K.V, HSA (ENG), G.H.S.S CHITTAR, PATHANAMTHITTA
3. SHEEBA MARY JOHN, HSA (ENG), G.H.S.S PATTAMBI, PALAKKAD

HSA HINDI
1. SANJEEVU, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S KADANCHERY, MALAPPURAM.
2. MARGARETT. P.A, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S NIRAMARUTHUR, MALAPPURAM.
3. ANNAKUTTY. K.P, HSA (HINDI), PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALAMALAPPURAM
4. SHARI. K.C, HSA (HINDI), GHSS BALAL, KASARAGOD
5. BEETA JOSEPH. A.J, HSA (HINDI), G.G.V.H.S.S. VENGARA, MALAPPURAM
6. LATHA. N, HSA (HINDI), G.V.H.S.S VATTENAD, PALAKKAD
7. MINIMOLE. M.R, HSA (HINDI), G.V.H.S.S MANKADA, MALAPPURAM

HSA ARABIC
1. SHAMSUDEEN. M.S, HSA (ARABIC), GHSS CHERKALA CENTRAL, KASARAGOD

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. SHINA PAUL, PD TEACHER, GLPS KANHIRAMUKKU, MALAPPURAM
2. RAINA M. VARKEY, PD TEACHER, GOVT.U.P.S MACHIPLAVU, IDUKKI
3. NASEEMA. K.P, PD TEACHER, GOVT.L.P.G.S THALAYOLAPARAMBU, KOTTAYAM
4. JESSY JACOB, PD TEACHER, GVHSS KALPAKANCHEY, MALAPPURAM
5. NAJJII. K.K, LPSA, GLPS KUTHIRAKKALLU, IDUKKI
6. VIMALA. E.K, PD TEACHER, GUPS ELAPPULLY, PALAKKAD
7. VRINDA. V, PD TEACHER, G.F.L.P.S PUDUPONNANI, MALAPPURAM
8. BINI PAUL, PD TEACHER, GLPS EDAPAL, MALAPPURAM
9. SHYLAJA. V.P, PD TEACHER, G.T.U.P.S KUMILY, IDUKKI
10. ANNIE. M.T, PD TEACHER, GMUPS VELIANCODE SOUTH, MALAPPURAM
11. LINI ALICE JOHN, PD TEACHER, GMUPS EDAPAL, MALAPPURAM
12. LIGI GEORGE, PD TEACHER, GMLPS OORAKAM KIZHMURI, MALAPPURAM
13. MRUDULA FRANCIS. K, PD TEACHER, GLPS AMAPOYIL, MALAPPURAM
14. BIJIMOAL. T.R, PD TEACHER, GLPS IRUMPUPALAM, IDUKKI
15. SUHARA. C.M, PD TEACHER, GLPS IRUMPUPALAM, IDUKKI
16. RAJII. S, PD TEACHER, GWPS CHOLAKKUNDU, MALAPPURAM
17. REGANI. C.G, PD TEACHER, GOVT.L.P.S ANAVIRATTY, IDUKKI
18. JINI FRANCIS PAYYAMPPILLY, LPSCA (MAL), GLPS KIZHAKKENCHEERY, PALAKKAD

JUNIOR FULL TIME (HINDI)

1. REMA. K, HINDI, G.U.P.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD
2. RESEMMI. M.R, HINDI, G.H.S.S VELIANCODE, MALAPPURAM
3. SREEKALA. M.P, HINDI, G.S.B.S AKALUR, PALAKKAD

JUNIOR FULL TIME (ARABIC)

1. MUHAMMED SAFI. T.A, ARABIC, G.U.P.S AROOKUTTY, ALAPPUZHA
2. SULAIKHA. E.P, ARABIC, GOVT.H.S KANDALA, THRUVANANTHAPURAM

SPECIAL TEACHER-PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. MOHANAN. S, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GHSS IRANIKULAM, THRISUR

Sd/-
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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HSA MATHEMATICS
1. SHEEBA. C.S, HSA (MATHS) GOVT. M.R.SCHOOL, THRITHALA, PALAKKAD
2. FARISA. C.B, HSA (MATHS) G.H.S.S PALAPETTY, MALAPPURAM
3. SINI. E.S, HSA (MATHS) GOVT.H.S THACHANGAD, KASARAGOD.
4. UMADEVI. S, HSA (MATHS) G.H.S VALLAPUZHA, PALAKKAD
5. JYOTHY. P.R, HSA (MATHS) CBKMGHSS PUDUPARIYARAM, PALAKKAD

HSA HINDI
1. VALSA. V.V, HSA (HINDI), G.G.V.H.S.S WANDOOR, MALAPPURAM
2. THANOOJA. N.K, HSA (HINDI), GHSS TUVVUR, MALAPPURAM
3. OMANA. K.K, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S KOTTAYAM-MALABAR, KOTTAYAM
4. RADHAMANI. M.K, HSA (HINDI), G.H.S.S OTTAPALAM EAST, PALAKKAD

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. SINDHU. K.S, PD TEACHER, S.N.M.G.L.P.S KOTTUVALLIKAD, ERNAKULAM
2. DHANIYA. K.S, UPSA, G.H.S.S CHERIYAMUNDAM, MALAPPURAM
3. VASANTHI. A.N, PD TEACHER, PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM
4. VIJ JOHN. P, PD TEACHER, PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM
5. SANTHOSH. P.G, PD TEACHER, GMUPS VEILIANCODE SOUTH, MALAPPURAM
6. SHINCY CHERIAN, PD TEACHER, PCNGHSS MOOKKUTHALA, MALAPPURAM
7. SIJJ. P.V, PD TEACHER, KMGUPS TAVANUR, MALAPPURAM
8. BIJU. P.N, LPSA, GLPS VEILIANCODE, MALAPPURAM
9. UDAYARASMI. I.P, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S AMBALAVAYAL, WAYANAD
10. SAUMYA. P.K, LPSA, GLPS RAYIRIMANGALAM, MALAPPURAM

JUNIOR FULL TIME (HINDI)
1. JJIMOL. S, HINDI, GOVT.H.S AYILAM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

SPECIAL TEACHER – SEWING
1. SAFIYA. T.K, SEWING, GVHSS MAKKARAPARAMBA, MALAPPURAM
SPECIAL TEACHER – MUSIC

1. REVAMMA. P.D, MUSIC, KPRSGHSS KALLIASSERY, KANNUR

Sd/-
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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HSA TAMIL
1. BUVANESWARY. K, HSA (TAMIL), GOVT.H.S.S MARAYOOR, Idukki

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. DEEPTHI DIVAKAR, LPSA, K.M.G.U.PS, TAVANUR, MALAPPURAM
2. POORNIMA GOPINATH, LPSA, GOVT. U.P.S PINGANGODE, WAYANAD
3. JASEENA. K, LPSA, GMUPS PARAVANNA, MALAPPURAM
4. SINDHU. N, PD TEACHER, GLPS POONGODE, MALAPPURAM
5. LATHA. P.M, LPSA, GLPS MALAPPURAM, MALAPPURAM.

SPECIAL TEACHER- PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. RANJINI. K.T, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GHSS PAKKAM, KASARAGOD
2. RAMACHANDRAN. V, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GHSS ALIPARAMBA, MALAPPURAM

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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HSA NATURAL SCIENCE

1. VAHEEDA. K, HSA (NS), G.H.S.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD.

HSA ENGLISH

1. MUHAMMED SHEREEF. K, HSA (ENG), GOVT.H.S. KOPPAM, PALAKKAD
2. ZAIN ABDUL WARIS. K, HSA (ENGLISH), GOVT.H.S.S CHERUTHURUTHY, THRISUR

HSA MALAYALAM

1. SREEKUMARY. P, HSA (MAL), G.H.S.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD

HSA ARABIC

1. ASMABI. K, HSA (ARABIC), GHSS CHERKALA CENTRAL, KASARAGOD

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER

1. MAIMOONA. I, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S PONGALADY, PATHANAMTHITTA
2. NOUSHAD. C.P, LPSA, GLPS CHERIPADY, KASARAGOD
3. SIBI JOHN, PD TEACHER, GUPS SUGANDHAGIRI, WAYANAD

JUNIOR ARABIC (FULL TIME)

1. SIDHEEQUIL AKBAR. K, ARABIC, GUPS MATHESSEYKONAM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
2. IBRAHIM NARIPATTA, ARABIC, GUPS RAMANATTUKARA, KOZHIKODE
3. BISHAR. K, ARABIC, GOVT.T.S THANIMOODU, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
4. SALIYATH BEEVI. K.K, ARABIC, G.L.P.S KELLUR, WAYANAD
5. KHADEEJA. P, ARABIC, G.L.P.S ARIYIL, KANNUR
6. SHAHABAS FAROOQUE. K, ARABIC, GOVT.L.P.S KARICODE, KOLLAM
SPECIAL TEACHER- PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. SURESH KUMAR. K, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GUPTS PATTAMBI, PALAKKAD

Sd/-
M.S.JAYA IAS
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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HSA SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. SHOLLY. V.K, HSA (SS), G.H.S.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD
2. SHEENA. S, HSA (SS), GOVT.M.H.S.S AMBALAPUZHA, ALAPPUZHA

HSA PHYSICAL SCIENCE

1. SURESH KUMAR. C, HSA (P.S), G.H.S.S KOTTAPPURAM, MALAPPURAM

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE

1. SHAJINA. A.K, HSA (NS), GHSS MEPPADI, WAYANAD

HSA ENGLISH

1. FASALUL HUCK. T.P, HSA (ENG) G.H.S.S MOGRAL PUTHUR, KASARAGOD.
2. ABDUL JABBAR. K.P, HSA (ENG), GHSS MEPPADI, WAYANAD
3. JASNA. P, HSA (ENG), G.H.S.S VYTHIRI, WAYANAD
4. SOUMYA. M, HSA (ENG) G.H.S.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD.
5. RANJANI. D.M, HSA (ENG), GVHSS KUNIYA, KASARAGOD

HSA MALAYALAM

1. SHAMSU NOTTIYIL, HSA (MAL) G.H.S.S MUZHAPPILANGAD, KANNU
2. SADIQUE. K, HSA (MAL), GHSS VADAKAMPAD, KANNU
3. UNNIKRISHNAN KOTTAMMAL, HSA (MAL), GHSS VADUVANCHAL, WAYANAD
4. SREEKALA. M.P, HSA (MAL), GHSS NIRAMARUTHUR, MALAPPURAM

HSA HINDI

1. SHAJI. K.M, HSA (HINDI), GHSS KOTTODI, KASARAGOD
2. SUCHITHRA. P, HSA (HINDI), GHSS PERUVALLUR, MALAPPURAM
3. BEENA. K, HSA (HINDI), DEVADAR GHSS TANUR, MALAPPURAM
4. ABDUL KARRIM. M.K, HSA (HINDI), GHSS VADAKKUMPAD, KANNU
HSA ARABIC

1. ABDUL NASIR. N.K, HSA (ARABIC), GOVT. H.S.S PALLIKERE, KASARAGOD

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER

1. SATHIANADHAN. P.K, PD TEACHER, G.M.U.P.S KANNAMANGALAM, MALAPURAM
2. REJU ALEXANDER. A, LPSA, GMLPS KATTUMUNDA EAST, MALAPURAM
3. BEENA. U, PD TEACHER, G.H.S.S KOTTAPPURAM, MALAPURAM
4. SIVADASAN. K.C, PD TEACHER, G.H.S.S PERUVALLUR, MALAPURAM
5. BINDU. R, PD TEACHER, GWUPS TRIKKULAM, MALAPURAM
6. JAYAKUMAR. P, PD TEACHER, GMUPS PUTHAN KADAPPURAM
7. JYOTHILAKSHMI. T, PD TEACHER, G.W.U.P.S, TRIKKULAM
8. SAFIYA. O, PD TEACHER, GOVT. TRIBAL U.P.S KANNAVAM, KANNUR
9. ROSINA BALA. N.M, PD TEACHER, G.M.U.P.KODINHI, MALAPURAM
10. NAZEER. T, PD TEACHER, G.M.L.P.S VADAPURAM, MALAPURAM
11. RASITHA. P, PD TEACHER, G.M.U.P.S TANUR TOWN, MALAPURAM
12. SHIBU E. EDAVANA, PD TEACHER, GMUPS KODINHI, MALAPURAM
13. ALLOY. M.P, PD TEACHER, GVHSS DESAMANGALAM, THRISUR
14. DEEPA. K.P, PD TEACHER, GLPS LAKKIDI, WAYANAD
15. SUBAIYA. M.P, PD TEACHER, GOVT.L.P.S ACHOORANAM, WAYANAD
16. FATHIMA. M.K, PD TEACHER, GMUPS PARAKKADAVU, MALAPURAM
17. PAMELA ANITHA FERNANDEZ, PD TEACHER, GOVT.L.P.S MALAMAKAVU, PALAKKAD
18. ABDUL NAZAR. K.V, UPSA, G.U.P.S SUGANDAGIRI, WAYANAD
19. ASIDHA. K, LPSA, GMLPS RAYIRIMANGALAM, MALAPURAM
20. SWAPNA. M, PD TEACHER, GMUPS THUVANKAD, MALAPURAM
21. SUNIL KUMAR. K.T, LPSA, G.G.V.H.S.S VENGARA, MALAPURAM
22. NISHA. U.M, LPSA, GMLPS VADAPURAM, MALAPURAM
23. VIJITHA. P, LPSA, G.G.V.H.S.S VENGARA, MALAPURAM
24. JIJESH. K.V, LPSA, GLPS K PURAM, MALAPURAM
25. SMITHA. P.K, LPSA, GLPS ANDOOR, WAYANAD
26. CHANDINI. V.K, LPSA, GMLPS RAYIRIMANGALAM, MALAPURAM
27. SHIJU. O.K, UPSA, GMUPS CHEERANKADAPPURAM, MALAPURAM
28. SREELA C. MENON, LPSA, GVHSS DESAMANGALAM, THRISUR
29. ROSHNA. K.K, LPSA, GUPS SUGANDHAGIRI, WAYANAD

DRAWING TEACHER

1. RAMACHANDRAN. P.K, DRAWING, G.H.S.S VAZHAKKAD, MALAPURAM

SPECIAL TEACHER- PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. SAMEER. P, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AKGM GHSS PINARAYI, KANNUR
2. SATHYANATHAN. P, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GHSS RAVANESHWAR, KASARAGOD
4. JAYAPRAKASH. V.K, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GVHSS FOR GIRLS TIRUR, MALAPURAM

20
SPECIAL TEACHER – MUSIC

1. ANANDKUMAR. P, MUSIC, G.H.S.S PADINHARATHARA, WAYANAD
2. AJITHA. K.K, MUSIC, G.B.H.S.S CHERUKUNNU, KANNUR

JUNIOR PART TIME (HINDI)

1. GOPALAN. M.M, HINDI, GOVT.T.T.I MUVATTUPUZHA, ERNAKULAM

JUNIOR PART TIME (URDU)

1. IBRAHIM. K.C, URDU, GHSS THRISILERY, WAYANAD

JUNIOR FULL TIME (ARABIC)

1. RAHMATH. K.M, ARABIC, GUPS SUGANDHAGIRI, WAYANAD.

Sd/-
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HSA ENGLISH
1. KADEEJA. A.V, HSA (ENG), GOVT.HSS KOIPURAM, PATHANAMTHITTA

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE
1. THANKAMANI. N.R, HSA (NS), GVHSS THAMARASSERY, KOZHIKODE.

HSA ARABIC
1. RASHEED. C, HSA (ARABIC), GHSS PERUVALLUR, MALAPPURAM

LPSA/UPSA/PD TEACHER
1. FARSANA MANNILTHODY, LPSA, GLPS NARANAMMAMOOGHY, PATHANAMTHITTA
2. AFSAL. K, LPSA, G.H.W.U.P.S KATTADIKAVALA, IDUKKI
3. KAVITHA.T.S, LPSA, GTLPS ARIVILAMCHAL, IDUKKI
4. MINIMOL. A.V, UPSA, GUPS MALIYARMAPPILA, KASARAGOD.
5. SHAJU. T, LPSA, GOVT.L.P.S KOTTANGAL, PATHANAMTHITTA

FULL TIME JUNIOR (ARABIC )
1. ABDUL RASAK VELUTHERATH, ARABIC, G.V.H.S.S MOGRAL PUTHUR, KASARAGOD

Sd/-
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HSA MATHEMATICS

1. RAVINDRA NATHAN. T.V, HSA (MATHS), G.V.H.S.S KUNIYA, KASARAGOD

HSA ENGLISH

1. LEENA. T, HSA (ENG), G.V.H.S.S MADIKAI II, KASARAGOD
2. SONI SEBASTIAN, HSA (ENG), G.H.S.S ANAPPARA, WAYANAD
3. SMITHA. K.K, HSA (ENG), G.H.S.S KASARAGOD, KASARAGOD.

HSA MALAYALAM

1. ASADEEPS VENGATTERI, HSA (MAL), GHSS PAKKAM, KASARAGOD.

HSA HINDI

1. SASIDHARAN CHEMBIL, HSA (HINDI), GRFTHS TANUR, MALAPPURAM
2. RAJINA LAKSHMI. P.C, HSA (HINDI), DGHSS TANUR, MALAPPURAM
3. SUNIL KUMAR. T HSA (HNDI), G.H.S.S MANGALPADI, KASARAGOD

HSA URDU

1. ANEES. V.K, HSA (URDU), GHSS KOTTAPPURAM, MALAPPURAM

LP/SA/UPSA/PD TEACHER

1. PRASAD. M.K, PD TEACHER, GHSS UDMA, KASARAGOD.
2. SEEMA. P.K, PD TEACHER, GHSS KATTILANGADI, MALAPPURAM
3. SHEENA. M.J, PD TEACHER, G.H.S THACHANGAD, KASARAGOD
4. VANAJA. K, PD TEACHER, GLPS OORAKAM MELMURI, MALAPPURAM
5. SREE VIDYA. M.K, LP/SA, GLPS KOLLAMPADI, KASARAGOD
6. LALITHA KUMARI. K, PD TEACHER, G.M.L.P.S AJANUR, KASARAGOD.
7. PRADEEPAN. C, PD TEACHER, G.H.S.S KATTILANGADI, MALAPPURAM
8. SREELATHA. M, PD TEACHER, G.M.L.P.S, UTHIRAMPOYIL, MALAPPURAM
9. SAJITH KUMAR. V.K, PD TEACHER, G.F.U.P.S UDINOORKADAPPURAM, KASARAGOD
10. MOHANAN KARUTHAVEETTIL, PD TEACHER, GLPS MULLY, PALAKKAD.
11. JOSHY THOMAS, PD TEACHER, GHSS UDMA, KASARAGOD
12. PADMINI. K.A, PD TEACHER, G.V.H.S.S KUNIYA, KASARAGOD.
13. RAJASREE. V.V, LPSA, G.H.S.S PERIYE, KASARAGOD
14. SHAMEER. R, PD TEACHER, GLPS RAYIRIMANGALAM, MALAPPURAM
15. BALAKRISHNAN. V, PD TEACHER, GUPS ADKATHBAIL, KASARAGOD
16. SUMANGALI. K, PD TEACHER, G.M.U.P.S KODINHI, MALAPPURAM
17. SHAJIL. K, LPSA, GMLPS UHIRAMPOYIL, MALAPPURAM
18. PRADEEP KUMAR EDAYATH, UPSA, GMUPS VELIANCODE SOUTH

JUNIOR HINDI PART TIME

1. RAJAMALLI KOTANCHERI, HINDI, GOVT.U.P.S KEEZHILLAM, ERNAKULAM

JUNIOR HINDI FULL TIME

1. PRASEETHA CHEMBILODAN, HINDI, G.H.S.S CHANDRAGIRI, KASARAGOD

JUNIOR ARABIC FULL TIME

1. RAHEESHA. P.K, ARABIC, G.U.P.S THALAPPUZHA, WAYANAD.

Sd/-
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HSA PHYSICAL SCIENCE

1. SMITHA. K, HSA (PS), G.H.S EZHUR, MALAPPURAM

HSA NATURAL SCIENCE

1. BINDU. K.K, HSA (NS), TPSHS THRIKKUR, THRISSUR

LPSA/UPSA/PO TEACHER

1. SRUTHI. C.M, LPSA, GMUPS MEENADATHUR, MALAPPURAM
2. RAJITHA. T, LPSA, GLPS OZHUR, MALAPPURAM.

Sd/-
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